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1 INTRODUCTION 

River managers often need to compute the river functioning, which generally requires several 

steps including the hydrology, the channel hydraulics, and finally the associated bedload 

transport, and many numerical tools are available online. These models are more or less 

complex, but most of them are not accessible to non-specialists in hydrology or in hydraulics. 

Meanwhile, many practitioners must have access to a (even rough) bedload estimate, and 

instead of getting involved in long and tedious trainings (by lack of time, energy or money), they 

prefer to implement by themselves some usual simple equations. This poses several problems: 

doing so it is a large source of error (these equations simple in appearance can hide some subtle 

details for non-specialist) and it is not optimum for large scale computation. The Bedload-R 

package was developed for covering this gap between complex models and simple hand 

calculation. This user friendly program not only supports users in all the successive steps 

required for a complete and serious sediment budget study (entering the data, choose between 

the panels of existing equations, edit the results and the graphics), it also permits to manipulate 

a large bedload database for educational purpose. 

The Bedload-R program is already available online for a direct use at 

https://en.Bedloadweb.com/. This free access is comfortable for users because it does not 

require installing and configuring any program. However, a web access may also be limited 

when the web connection is of poor quality, and it reduces the high possibilities offered by the R 

environment to extend the existing functions to the user’s own specific questions. This is why 

we thought it important to give access to the program in an open source way.  

This document presents the Bedload-R package, the program algorithm and main functions and 

variables. 

BedloadR can be installed and used by anyone, even without any knowledge in computer 

science. However for taking advantage of the full potentiality of the package, a basic knowledge 

of the R language is required (a lot of tutorials are available online). 

  

https://en.bedloadweb.com/
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2 OVERVIEW 

2.1  Install  

2.1.1  R-Shiny 

The program was written in R and use Shiny (https://shiny.rstudio.com/) for the user interface.  

RStudio must be installed https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/. 

Several libraries must be installed: Shiny, knitr, DT, rhandsontable, shinyBS, shinyjs, stringr, 

zoo, shinycssloaders, fields.  

For instance the R command for installing the Shiny package is : 

> install.packages("shiny") 

2.1.2 The BedloadR package 

The BedloadR package can be downloaded from https://github.com/inrae/BedloadR.git 

 It contains: 2 R files and 4 folders: 

 

The app.R file contains the definition of the user interface (ui part) objects and the functions 
(server part) controlling these objects. The BedloadR.R file contains all functions needed for 
calculations. 
 
The folder /user_projects is empty and will contain the user data backup (can be changed). 

The folder /user_db contains the user_db.txt file where the program will record all users ID and 
password. 
 

https://shiny.rstudio.com/
https://rstudio.com/products/rstudio/
https://github.com/inrae/BedloadR.git
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The folder /www contains all images used by the program (not the users’ photos), and the files 
that can be downloaded from the help page: pdf documents and the example.txt file 
The folder /data contains all data needed for the program to work:  
- CoefParker.txt contains parameters used in the Parker90 bedload equation 
- dataset.txt contains the bedload datasets 
- FichierGranulo.txt contains all rivers’ grain size distribution (dataset) 
- GSDfi.txt is a post treatment of FichierGranulo.txt for fractional bedload calculation with 

some equations (Wilcock and Crowe, Parker 90) 
- GSDfi_Par.txt is a variant of GSDfi.txt without the sand fraction (option Parker 90)  
- morpho.txt contains information about the data set rivers’ morphology 
- TabRef.txt contains the bedload dataset metadata (average values) 
- References.txt contains the data sets bibliography 
- Variables.txt contains the label of each variable in both language, French and English. 
 

 

 

 

              

 

 
 

 
 
The txt files are tab-delimited text files. 
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2.1.3 Get starting 

Copy files app.R, BedloadR.R and folders /www, /data and /user_db in the working directory 
(for instance ). Open app.R in R studio and modify the three first lines: 

 

You are free to choose the directories for ‘setwd’ and ‘rep’, but make sure these directories 
exist before launching the program.

The program can be launched from R Studio by clicking on the button RunApp (option ‘run 
external’) : 

 

or with commands: 

> library(shiny) 

> runAPP( Directory where is installed the BedloadR package 

2.1.4 Menu 

The main page presents 4 main tabs:  

 

The “data base” page gives access to a large data set comprising more than 11000 values 

collected in the field or in the laboratory. Different entries permit to select a sub-data set 

corresponding to finite criteria (for instance corresponding to a given name or with slope in a 

given range). The data are displayed graphically with the equations selected by the user. It 

permits to check the ability of each equation to reproduce the data selection, but also to test 

the equation sensitivity to the input values (uncertainties). This comparison is educational and 

allows familiarizing neophytes with what can be expected from the calculation. 
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The “Your project” page gives access to 8 entries. The first entry ‘Your project’ is very important 
because it permits to create an account, which is required for saving and managing all the 
entries a user will do through his different sediment transport projects. The backup can be done 
locally (computer) or on the server if the online version is used. The account backup facilitates 
the projects management through a dropdown menu, and particularly the web account offers a 
big advantage: it permits to share the sediment projects with other users. For those who don’t 
want to create an account, they have the possibility to create a simple text backup of their 
entries locally, in the computer (but this option does not save the photos). Note that the txt 
backup must be saved with ANSI encoding for local use (Bedload-R) and UFT8 encoding for web 
use (BedloadWeb).  

After the welcome page, different sub-tab are proposed each of which representing an essential 
step for a serious study. The tabs are presented in a logical order, each producing useful data to 
the following ones:  

- the 'Granulometry' tab permits to define the granulometry of the sediments,  

- the 'Cross Section' tab allows to define (topography) and to dress (roughness ..) the flow 
section, 

- the 'Hydraulic' tab allows to calculate the main hydraulics quantities,  

- the 'sediment transport' tab calculates (with the selected bedload equations) the sediment 
rating curve corresponding to the granulometry, the section and hydraulics previously defined,  

- the 'Hydrology' tab permits to define an hydrology, 

- the  ‘sediment budget’ tab combines the sediment rating curve with the hydrology for 
computing sediment volumes, 

- the ‘Analysis’ tab displays a synthesis of all calculations (for the different river cross sections 
and selected equations) 

The “More Tools” page is the page dedicated to (your?) new developments. 

Finally, the “Help” tab gives access to an example file as well as a series of documentation 
including a user manual.  

2.1.5 How to get started with Bedload-R? 

The first step consists in downloading the user manual.pdf in the Help tab. Then, with the help 
of this manual, the best way to get familiar with the program is to spend time playing with the 
data and the equations. This step just consists in moving sliders and to activate dropdown 
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buttons, without entering any data. In a second time, for getting used with the ‘Your project’ 
menu, it is recommended to download the Example.txt file (available in the help tab) and save it 
in the computer; then in the “Your project” tab menu, upload the Example.txt file with the 
“Download the project” button in the “Local backup” panel. The program will read the 
Example.txt and display all data in each tab. The user can then play with different functions 
proposed in the menu. 

2.1.6 BedloadR versus BedloadWeb 

The programs are exactly the same. It is possible to transfer data created in one version to the 

other by exporting and importing a txt file of the project. 

  

The transfer does not account for the photos and for the project description in page ‘Your 

Project’. Be careful when saving the txt file because the website requires UFT8 format whereas 

the PC requires ANSI format. If these formats are not respected the program can stop, or some 

characters main not be displayed correctly. 

 

Using the Web version presents several advantages: a 

project can be opened by several peoples when connecting 

to the same account. A project can also be copied to 

another user account (including photos), using the ‘share a 

project‘ option. When using the Web version it is good to 

creates regularly a txt backup which can be opened at any 

time locally with the BedloadR program.  

The R version permits to modify the program for specific 

objectives. 
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3 PROGRAM STRUCTURE 

3.1 Overview 

3.1.1 Program architecture (UI, Server and functions) 

The app.R file contains the definition of the user interface (ui) objects and the server functions 

controlling these objects. The app.R file communicates with the BedloadR.R file comprising 

more than 190 R functions for hydraulic and bedload calculation, for data processing, or for 

graphics construction.  

 

The App.R file comprises almost 15000 lines and the BedloadR.R file comprises almost 6500 

lines.    
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Entering the following keywords in 

the ‘Find’ function of the R menu 

gives an easy access to the different 

part of the program.  

 

Keyword Gives access to 

€GL  General loading (top of App file) 

€UI  User Interface 

 €UIDB User Interface Data Base 

 €UI1RIV User Interface Data Base 1 River 

 €UIMULTI User Interface Data Base Multicriteria selection 

 €UITB User Interface ‘Your Project’ 

 €UIPRO User Interface ‘Your Project’ Manage 

 €UIGSD User Interface ‘Your Project’ Granulometry 

 €UISEC User Interface ‘Your Project’ Section 

 €UIHYD User Interface ‘Your Project’ Hydraulics 

 €UIQS User Interface ‘Your Project’ Sediment transport 

 €UIHDL User Interface ‘Your Project’ Hydrology 

 €UIBIL User Interface ‘Your Project’ Sediment Budget 

 €UIANA User Interface ‘Your Project’ Analysis 

 €UITB User Interface ‘More Tools’ 

 €UIUNC User Interface ‘More Tools’ Uncertainties 

 €UISUS User Interface ‘More Tools’ Suspension 

 €UIDOC User Interface Help 

€SERVER  SERVER (same codes than above without ‘UI’) 

 €DB Server Data Base 

 €TB Server ‘Your Project’ 

 €PRO Server Manage 

 €GSD Server Grain Size Distribution 

 €SEC Server Cross section 

 €HYDR Server Hydraulics 

 €QS Server Sediment Transport 

 €HDL Server Hydrology 

 €BIL Sever Sediment Budget 

 €ANA Server Analysis 

 €TB Server More Tools… 
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3.1.2 Libraries, Data Sets, Default matrices 

When launching App.R, the program first loads libraries: 

 

In a second step, it reads all data files in the /data folder and performs a post treatment of 

these data by checking their integrity and computing some hydraulics parameters (shear stress, 

Shields stress, flow power….): 

 

Then the program creates the ‘Rescal’ Matrix which contains all bedload equations (and 

associated parameters) and will play a central role for calculations in both the Data Base and the 

Your Project Tab.  
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Finally, the program creates 18 matrices which will serve as default matrices for the ‘Your 

Project’ program. These matrices all have a base name starting by Ini_Sauvegarde attached to a 

3 ID letters designing its content (see table later for IDs) : for instance for Grain Size Distribution 

it is Ini_SauvegardeGSD.   

 

3.1.3 Variables 

Many variables are defined in the code, and to help their identification, they were assigned with 

a three letter code informing on which part of the code they are from. For instance “_GSD” 

refers to Grain Size Distribution, “_PRO” refers to project, “_SEC” refers to the river section, 

“_HYD” refers to hydraulics, “_QS” refers to sediment transport, “_Hydro” refers to hydrology, 

“_BIL” refers to sediment budget, and “_ANA” refers to analysis.  

Each object is named by a variable, which can be assigned two values, in French or in English, 

what permits to load the program in both languages. For instance: 

 

Where ‘STitre1’ has 2 values (French an English) in Variables.txt. 

In the following the document focuses on the ‘Your project’ part of the program. 

3.2 Users 
When creating an account the program creates a new folder with the user name in the directory 

specified in the rep variable: 

 
For example when creating the new user ‘Phil’, the program creates: 
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The user ID and password are saved in the user_db.txt file located in the user_db folder.  

 

Each time a user try to connect, the program checks if he is registered in the user-db file. 

 

3.3 Projects 
When creating a new project the program: 

1)  creates a new folder with BDW_NameProject in the user folder 

2) Creates a series of txt file where will be stored all the project data  

For instance when saving the ‘Demo’ project, it creates: 
 

 

 

 

    

     
 
For making these txt files, the program reads all matrices where the user data were stored 
(named ‘Sauvegarde’+ 3ID letters designing the kind of data), copies the data in txt files and 
save these files with the name BDW_ 3 ID_NameProject.txt.  
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For instance when saving the grain Size distribution: SauvegardeGSD() -> BDW_GSD_Demo.txt  
 
If no data has been entered yet, the program uses the default matrices Ini_Sauvegarde created 
when launching the program (see description above). 

 
 
When opening a project, it is the inverse: the program reads all txt files and converts these files 
into matrices useable by the functions.  
 
For instance:  BDW_GSD_Demo.txt -> SauvegardeGSD()  
 
Because these data must be kept available at any time for the program, but in the same time 
must be updated only when clicking on the SAVE buttons (and not each time a value is changed 
in a reactive function) Sauvegarde_() matrices are associated to ReactiveValues named 
memory+IDcode. 
 
For instance the grain size distribution data in SauvegaredGSD() are always available by the 
program (for plotting, for hydraulics and bedload computation…). Its integrity is preserved until 
changes are ordered in the management functions (Save, Erase,..). Changes are done in 
memoryGSD$dat, which permits to work without altering the use SauvegaredGSD() in other 
functions, and SauvegaredGSD() is automatically updated in a reactive manner.  
 

 
 
Here is the definition of ReactiveValues in R: “This function returns an object for storing reactive 
values. It is similar to a list, but with special capabilities for reactive programming. When you 
read a value from it, the calling reactive expression takes a reactive dependency on that value, 
and when you write to it, it notifies any reactive functions that depend on that value. Note that 
values taken from the reactiveValues object are reactive, but the reactiveValues object itself is 
not.” 
 
In other words, the values stored in the Sauvegarde_() matrices are kept constant until data 
stored in memory_ are changed (used in the management functions: save, erase..). 
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All ID and their significance are given in the following table: 
 

ID Significance Txt File Matrix Memory 

ANA Analysis BDW_NameProj_ANA.txt SauvegardeANA() memoryANA 

BIL Sediment Budget BDW_NameProj_BIL.txt SauvegardeBIL() memoryBIL 

DataPlus Other MetaData BDW_NameProj_DataPlus.txt SauvegardeDataPlus() memoryDataPlus 

DEF Section Components BDW_NameProj_DEF.txt SauvegardeDEF() memoryDEF 

GSD Grain Size Distribution 
(raw data) 

BDW_NameProj_GSD.txt SauvegardeGSD() MemoryGSD 

GSDECH Grain Size Distribution 
(computed) 

BDW_NameProj_GSDECH.txt SauvegardeGSDECH() memoryGSDECH 

GTM Model GTM BDW_NameProj_GTM.txt SauvegardeGTM() memoryGTM 

HYD Hydrographs data BDW_NameProj_HYD.txt SauvegardeHYD() memoryHYD 

HYD2 Hydrographs Metadata BDW_NameProj_HYD2.txt SauvegardeHYD2() memoryHY2 

Intro Project MetaData BDW_NameProj_Intro.txt SauvegardeIntro() memoryIntro 

KvsD Roughness data BDW_NameProj_KvsD.txt SauvegardeKvsD() memoryKvsD 

Mdata Section MetaData BDW_NameProj_Mdata.txt SauvegardeMdata() memoryMdata 

Note Project description BDW_NameProj_Note.txt SauvegardeNote() memoryNote 

Photo Link to Section photos BDW_NameProj_Photo.txt SauvegardePhoto() memoryPhoto 

PhotoGSD Link to GSD photos BDW_NameProj_PhotoGSD SauvegardePhotoGSD() memoryPhotoGSD 

QCL Flow duration curves 
data 

BDW_NameProj_QCL.txt SauvegardeQCL() memoryQCL 

QCL2 Flow duration curves 
Metadata 

BDW_NameProj_QCL2.txt SauvegardeQCL2() memoryQCL2 

QQS Validation data Q(H) and 
Qs(Q)  

BDW_NameProj_QQs.txt SauvegardeQQs() memoryQQS 

SEC Section BDW_NameProj_SEC.txt SauvegardeSEC() memorySEC 

 
When downloading a project in a txt file (Local Backup) all Sauvegarde_ matrices are pasted in 

the list ListSauvPro(), which is saved as a txt file on the computer. 
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3.4  Grain Size Distribution 
 
When opening a project, the program opens the project folder and reads several files containing 
all information about all Grain Size Distributions already saved in this project. These files are 
then transformed into Sauvegarde_ matrices directly useable by the program: 
 
 

File Matrix Content 

BDW_GSD_NameProject.txt SauvegardeGSD() Raw data for all samples 
(measured data or model) 

BDW_GSDECH_NameProject.txt SauvegardeGSDECH() Post-treated data for all 
samples 

BDW_PhotoGSD_NameProject.txt SauvegardePhotoGSD() MetaData and link to photos 

 
Inversely, when saving a project all matrices are copied in the txt files in the project floder. 

 

 

 

IMPORTANT REMINDER ABOUT NOTATION: 

ECH = 1 sample composing the GSD 

GSD = averaged of several samples 

 

An incremental code is assigned to each  

new sample ECH and new GSD: 

 

 

 

 

GSD1 

ECH1 

ECH2 

ECH3 

…… 

GSD2 

ECH1 

ECH2 

ECH3 

…… 

GSD1ECH1 

GSD1ECH2 

GSD1ECH3 

…… 
 

 

GSD2ECH1 

GSD2ECH2 

GSD2ECH3 

….. 

Notation in 
SauvegardeGSD() 
(raw data) 

Notation in 
SauvegardeGSDECH() 
(post-treated data) 
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3.4.1 Create a grain size distribution 

2 options permit to create a grain size distribution 

Option Samples entered by user Model Destination 

Data Di, fi(%) D50 Sample [D,%] 

Entries 
and 
function 

### Excel  like table 

Option Phi: DFPhi<-reactiveValues(mat=NULL) 

Option 0.5Phi: DFDemiPhi<-reactiveValues(mat=NULL) 

Option free: DFLibrePhi<-reactiveValues(mat=NULL) 

SaisieGSDmODEL<-reactive({  

  D50River<-as.numeric(input$D50SAISIE) 

  D84River<-as.numeric(input$D84SAISIE) 

SauvegardeECH() 
stores  raw data for 
all new sample ECH 
created in the active 
GSD 

 

Matrix 

 

SauvegardeGSDECH() 
stores all post-
treated data created 
in the Project 

 

 

The final matrix is SaisieGSD() whatever the entries option used.  

The SaisieGSD() is used to compute the matrix PerSaisie() which contains standard percentiles 

"D5","D10","D16","D25","D50","D75","D84","D90","D95","D100". 

SaisieGSD() and PerSaisie() are updated when the user enters new data OR when opening an 

existing sample (ECH) 

Each time a project is opened, the program reconstructs the MeanGSD() matrix by averaging 

(post-treated) data saved in  SauvegardeGSDECH(). 

 

The MatrixPlotGSD() contains all post-treated GSD (1 by column) and is used for plotting the 

average GSD and its samples ECH. 
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3.4.2 Save a grain size distribution 

‘NewSaveXXX’ are matrices created only when clicking on the save button; they contain all raw 

and computed data for the Sample and GSD to be saved. 

The saving process is a bit tricky because it concerns saving of samples in a given GSD and the 

saving of the GSD itself.   

 

Only SauvegardeGSD() (containing RAW DATA for all samples ECH and all GSD) and 

SauvegardeGSDECH() (containing COMPUTED DATA for l samples ECH and all GSD) will be saved 

in the project files BDW_GSD_NameProject.txt and BDW_GSDECH_NameProject.txt. 

SauvegardeECH is a temporary file containing all RAW DATA for the active GSD. 

An additional file SauvegardePhotoGSD() conserves all the GSD MetaData and will be saved in  

BDW_PhotoGSD_NameProject.txt 
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When clicking the SAVE (ECH) button: 
1)  The program creates 2 matrices 
- NewSaveECH contains RAW data for the new sample ECH  to be saved 
- NewSaveGSDECH contains COMPUTED data for the new sample ECH  to be saved   

 
2) These matrices are copied in the save matrices: 
- NewSaveECH is added to the save file SauvegardeECH: this file is a temporary file 

containing all sample of the active GSD. This file is updated each time a new GSD is 
opened; it is used to udpdate the  SauvegardeGSD table when saving GSD. 

- NewSaveGSDECH is added to SauvegardeGSDECH : this save file contains post-treated 
data for all GSD and all samples ECH in the project. 

Before copying NewSaveECH or NewSaveGSDECH in the save files, the program checks if for the 
given sample ECH a previous version has already been saved. If YES it is deleted (suppGSDECH_f) 
before copying the updated data. 

If it is the first sample, Ini_SauvegardeECH and Ini_SauvegardeGSDECH are used by default. 

 

When clicking the SAVE (GSD) button: 
1) The program suppresses all previous backup concerning this GSD 

2) The program creates a default GSD1 and ECH1 if it is a new project. 

 

3) The program copies the RAW DATA (NewSaveGSD) in the SauvegardeGSD file 
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NOTE: The  COMPUTED data (NewSaveGSDECH ) are not saved in the SauvegardeGSDECH file 

when clicking in the SAVE(GSD) button. These data are saved only when saving a sample first. 

This is why a sample which has not been saved with SAVE(ECH) will not be conserved.  

WARNING: if a new sample is saved <SAVE(ECH)> but the GSD is not saved <SAVE(GSD)>, 

SauvegardeGSD  is not updated (raw data are not saved). When opening again this GSD the 

program compares SauvegardeGSD and SauvegardeGSDECH, and update SauvegardeGSDECH. 

The sample will not appear even if it has been saved as a sample. HOWEVER, when erasing an 

existing sample ECH, the data are definitely removed from the SavegardeGSDECH file even if 

the GSD has not been saved, and will not appear when opening this GSD again. 

 

3.5  River cross section 
When opening a project, the program reads several files in the project folder, containing all 
information about all sections already saved in this project. These files are then transformed 
into matrices directly useable for screen display and calculation. 
 
Inversely, when saving a project all matrices are copied in the txt files in the project folder. 
 

File Matrix Content (raw data only) 

BDW_SEC_NameProject.txt SauvegardeSEC() The sections XZ 

BDW_DEF_NameProject.txt SauvegardeDEF() Definition of the bed components 
(main channel, secondary channel..) 

BDW_KvsD_NameProject.txt SauvegardeKvsD() Roughness value (D84 or K) for each 
part of the bed 

BDW_Mdata_NameProject.txt SauvegardeMData () Metadata for all sections 
(morphology..) 

BDW_DataPlus_NameProj.txt SauvegardeDataPlus() Other Metadata 

BDW_QS_NameProject.txt SauvegardeQS() H(Q) and Qs(Q) validation data for the 
sections 

BDW_Photo_NameProject.txt SauvegardePhoto() Links for photos 

 
As was the case for the GSD, the ID code is conserved from the txt file name to the matrix name. 
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3.5.1 Opening or creating a section 

 

 
Values are entered in an (excel like) XZ editing table, by 3 possible methods:  
1) by hand 
2) by importing a txt file 
3) by modeling trapezes 
 
When opening an existing section this editing table is updated automatically from the raw data 
saved in SauvegardeSEC(). 
 
Whatever the entries method, the final matrix is SaisieSection() which is a 2 column matrix (X,Z) 
 
This section is used with the user entries defining the bed components (sliders for Main 
channel, Secondary channel, Roughness zones…). When opening an existing section sliders are 
updated automatically from raw data saved in SauvegardeDEF(). 
 
A new matrix RugoSection() is created. This matrix columns 
("X","Z","Actif","FixeRD","FixeRG","Rugo2","CH2") are filled with appropriate the Z value if X 
belongs to this definition zone, or NA if not.  
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Notations: 
The code uses some French notations assigned to each variable associated with the bed 
components; the correspondence is given in the following table: 
 

Code Definition 

LitMin MAIN CHANNEL 

LitActif ACTIVE BED 

CH2 SECONDARY CHANNEL 

Rugo2 ROUGHNESS ZONE 

LitFixRG LEFT BANK 

LitFixRD RIGHT BANK 

 

3.5.2 Save a section 

The saving process uses reactive values which keep in memory all the information concerning 
the active section. 

When saving a section, NewSave_ matrices are created for collecting and formatting all the raw 
data related to the section to be saved. The procedure is quite similar to what has been 
presented for the grain size distribution. In a first step, the program check if the section already 
exists, and if yes, erases the associated data before saving. 

Then the NewSave_ matrices are copied to Sauvegarde_ matrices which contain information 
about all the project sections. 

When saving the project, the Sauvegarde_ matrices are copied in DBW_.txt files. 
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Some of these data are entered in the Hydraulivs (SauvegardeKvsD) and in the sediment 

transport (SauvegardeQs) pages. 

The matrix SauvegardeDataPlus has been created for saving additional parameters which were 

not saved in the SauvegardeMdata matrix in a first version of the program. This is a 30 columns 

matrix. For the moment only column1 (name of the section) and columns 11 to 23 are used.  

We will use column 24 in an example (add an equation) presented later in this document.  

The other columns are available for future developments.  
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3.5.3 Open a section 

When opening a section, the program:  

1) reads the section name selected in the dropdown list 

2) extracts all data related to this section the Sauvegarde_ matrices 

3) update all screen concerned by these data 

 
…… 
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3.5.4 Erase a section 

When erasing a section, the program:  

1) reads the section name selected in the dropdown list 

2) erase all information related to this section the Sauvegarde_ matrices 

3) update all screen displays, with zero entries 

3.6  Hydraulics 

The program reads the matrix MeanGSD(), creates a list of existing (saved) Grain Size 

Distributions, and updates all dropdown menus in the Hydraulics page. From this menu the user 

choose which GSD must be associated with each bed component, and when clicking on the 

SAVE (HYDRAULICS) button, these user entries are saved in the bed roughness matrix KvsD. 

 

When opening an existing section these entries are updated directly from SauvegardeKvsD() 

 

The RugoSection() matrix created in the ‘Section’ page is discretized (1000 space step are used 
but it can be changed if necessary) which gives the matrix called SectionDiscret(). 
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The SectionDiscret() is mixed with the roughness matrix KvsD() and gives the final matrix 
HydrauParam() which contains all information required for hydraulics.  
 

 
 

 

The program considers separately hydraulic calculations for the main channel and the secondary 

channel (where the mean velocity is computed for the whole section with the hydraulic radius), 

and the rest of the section (where velocity is computed with the local flow depth at each space 

step dX).  
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First, for the main channel and for the secondary channel, hydraulics parameters (wetted 
perimeter P, wetted area A, hydraulic radius R, and mean velocity U) are computed for each 
flow depth H (incremented by the space step dZ after each calculation). The resulting matrices 
are AnalyseLitMin()  and AnalyseCH2().  
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They are used to build the Tarage() matrix which gives  the hydraulics results for each flow 
depth. In the Tarage_f function, the maximum flow depth Zmax is discretized with space step dZ 
(calculated for a number of steps N=100).  For each Z+dZ in the interval [0, Hmax] the program: 
1) Calculates the main channel hydraulics parameters HydrauResultLitMin=(P, A, R,U) by 

extrapolating AnalyseLitMin().  
2)  Calculates the secondary channel parameters HydrauResultCH2=(P, A, R, U) by 

extrapolating AnalyseCH2(). 
3) Computes hydraulics parameters for each space step dX in HydrauParam(), and 

everywhere the ‘Type’ column has the value ‘LitMin’ or ‘CH2’, replace these values by 
values available in HydrauResultLitMin and HydrauResultCH2. It gives the matrix 
HydrauS. 

4) Averages values in HydrauS and report hydraulics results (Q,U,R…) in Tarage() for the 
considered flow depth Hi. 

5) Repeat the calculations until Hi=Hmax 

The matrix Tarage() is computed again each time a section is opened. 

Finally when the user specifies a given flow depth Heau() with the slider, the hydraulics 

parameters (U,R,Q..) are extrapolated from Tarage(). 

 

3.7  Sediment transport 

3.7.1 Calculation 

First the program computes the hydraulics condition to be considered in the matrix Rescal: 

1) The flow depth is discretized from 0 to Hmax=Zmax-Zmin considering the section 

geometry 

2) For each depth, all hydraulics parameters are extrapolated from Tarage() 

3) Additional parameters required for bedload are computed (shear stress, Shield stress…) 

4) Bedload is computed for each equation  
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The final matrix is renamed RescalGraphPro() and contains Qs(Q) for all equations. 

RescalGraphPro() is transformed with respect to the units specified by the user into 

RescalGraphUnit(). 

RescalGraphUnit() permits to draw the bedload models for the active section.  

When the user enters a flow depth H (with slider), the corresponding QS values are extrapolated 

from RescalGraphUnit in matrix RescalQs(). 

3.7.2 Save 

When saving the Sediment transport page, critical shear stress and discharge entered for 

bedload equations are saved in matrix SauvegardeDataPlus, columns 11 to 23 . 

 

The user can also associate validation data Qs(Q) to the section. These data are saved in 

SauvegardeQs(). 

When saving the Sediment Transport page, SauvegardeMdata() and SauvegardeDataPlus() are 

also updated. 
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Validation data for bedload Grain Size Distribution can also be saved. Because several data sets 

can be entered (one GSD per discharge Q) the saving process is identical to the one used for 

Grain Size Distribution or the Sections: a counter counts the number of samples already saved 

and ranks the new samples with name GTM+SamplerNumber. The new data formatted in 

NewsaveGTM() are added to SauvegaredGTM(). 

3.8  Hydrology 
Two kind of hydrological data are created: 

- Hydrographs HYD: discharge as a function of time Q(t) 

- Flow duration curves QCL: discharge as a function of return period Q(T) 

The algorithm is repeated 2 times almost exactly the same way for HYD and QCL. 

3.8.1 Creation 

As for SECTION, an excel-like table permits to enter the data. Data can also be uploaded from txt 

files. 

Whatever the entries option, the raw data matrices are SaisieHydro() and SaisieQCL(). They are 

discretized to produce the final matrix RescalHYD().  

 

3.8.2 Hydrological data management 

The procedure is exactly as for GSD and sections.  

A counter counts the number of existing HYD and QCL and rank the new one. A name is crated 

with HYD+Counter or QCL+Counter. Newsave matrices are created and contain the name, raw 

data and Metadata: 

- NewsaveHYD: Hydrographs raw data 

- NewSaveHYD2: Hydrographs MetaData 

- NewSaveQCL: Flow Dration Curves raw data 

- NewSaveQCL2: Flow Dration Curves MetaData 
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When saving the NewSave matrices are added to the save matrices: 

- NewsaveHYD added to SauvegardeHYD() 

- NewSaveHYD2 added to SauvegardeHYD2() 

- NewSaveQCL: added to SauvegardeQCL() 

- NewSaveQCL2: added to SauvegardeQCL2() 

3.9  Sediment budget 

3.9.1 Select hydrology 

The sediment budget is computed for the active section (which is open in the cross section 

page): 

 

For computing a sediment budget, the program must associate a hydrology signal to this 

section, which is selected by the user in the dropdown menu (each time the program modify 

and save Hydrology data, the lists are updated in the Hydrology page and in the Sediment 

Budget page). 

 

Then the program keeps in memory the selected data. 
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The program reads the units and data are post-treated taking into account the watershed 

surface: 

 

The final data (Hydrograph or Flow Duration Curve) are conserved in matrix SaisieHydroBIL(). 

3.9.2 Sediment budget calculation 

The program uses the bedload models computed for the active section in RescalGraphPRO(). 

These models are adapted accounting for units specified by the user; the new matrix is 

RescalGraphUnitHYD(). 

For each time step in SaisieHydroBIL(), the program extrapolates Qs(Q) in RescalGraphUnitHYD() 

and associates a Qs (t) value to each Q(t) value. The results are in RescalHYDBIL(). 

Finally, the transported sediment budget is obtained by summing Qs(t)*dt for each equation in  

RescalHYDBIL(). The results are in RescalBIL(), which comprises 2 columns: results in m3 and 

m3/year (this later has NA values if the hydrograph duration is less than 1 year). 

3.9.3 Saving a sediment budget 

A NewSaveBIL() matrix is created with the sediment budget data to be saved. 2 columns are 

created and named with the section name SEC _num+ M3333T (‘T’ for a Time period volume, in 

m3) or M3333A  (‘A’ for a mean Annual volume in m3/year). When a hydrograph is used and its 

total duration is less than 1 year the value in column M3333A is NA. 
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MetaData are also saved in SauvegardeMdata and Sauvegarde DataPlus when saving a 

Sediment budget. 

3.10 Analysis 
This page does not perform any calculation. It is only displays the previous results. 

Only Sections for which a sediment budget has been saved ca be considered in this page. The 

list (dropdown menu) is updated when saving a sediment budget in the ‘Sediment Budget’ page: 

 

 

 

For the concerned sections, the program built a MetaData matrix ListSECBIL() containing the 

section name SEC2, the section full name SEC2 (near the bridge) and names SEC2M3333T and 

SEC2M3333A already used in SauvegardeBIL() and referring to the Sediment budget results in 

m3 and m3/yr. 
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In a second step the program considers the Sections selected by user for the analysis in 

SelectANA() 

 

 

A new result matrix is built: for the sections in SelectANA, ListSECBIL permits to extract the 

concerned columns M3333T and M3333A in SauvegardeBIL(). Only columns M3333T are kept if 

the selected unit is M3 or M3333A if M3/year. Only lines corresponding to the selected 

equations are kept. Columns name are adapted (Code or Full name) according to the user 

request. The final matrix is called RescalGraphANA(). 

This matrix is displayed on screen and is used to build the figures. 

To extract the statistics, the program use the R boxplot function 
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4 MODIFYING THE PACKAGE 

For taking advantage of the full potentiality of the package, a basic knowledge of the R (a lot of 

tutorials are available online) and Shiny language (https://shiny.rstudio.com/tutorial/) is 

required. 

The package can be modified by different ways. The simplest way consists to change only the 

data files (keeping the code intact). A more complex change (but still relatively simple 

operation) consists in adding a new equation: in that case it is sufficient to repeat rigorously 

what has already been written for e other equations. Finally, the user can propose a new and 

original piece of code. These three examples are presented in this chapter. 

4.1 Add a new data set 

For adding a data set the following files located in the folder /data must be modified: 

- DataSet.txt contains the bedload datasets 
- FichierGranulo.txt contains all rivers’ grain size distribution (dataset) 
- GSDfi.txt is a post treatment of FichierGranulo.txt for fractional bedload calculation with 

some equations (Wilcock and Crowe, Parker 90) 
- GSDfi_Par.txt is a variant of GSDfi.txt without the sand fraction (option Parker 90)  
- morpho.txt contains information about the data set rivers’ morphology 
- TabRef.txt contains the bedload dataset metadata (average values) 
- References.txt contains the data sets bibliography 
 
Adding a new data set does not present any difficulty as long as the following rules are 
respected : 
- The name of a river must be written exactly the same way everywhere 
- all different keywords already used in the txt files must be written exactly the same way 

(for instance the words used for describing ‘Morphology’ or ‘measurement Technique’) 
- values are mandatory for some of the parameters 
- respect the txt format when saving (ANSI should be appropriate when installing the 

package in personal computer) 
- The txt files must be saved as tab-delimited text files. 

https://shiny.rstudio.com/tutorial/
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Let add, as an example, the data collected in the Severaisse River (Misset et al 20201). The 
corresponding name in the data set will be “Severaisse Villar Loubiere”. 

Open the file Dataset.txt in a tab sheet (excel for instance) and select the line where the new 

data will be inserted.  

 

The best consists to preserve the river name alphabetical order because this order is 

automatically preserved in the option ‘Select a River’, but not in the Multicriteria option Table.  

The following data are mandatory: Name, W(m), S(m/m), Q (m3/s) or H(m), D50(m), qs(g/s/m). 

By default the program considers D84=2.1D50 and Morphology=Riffle-Pool. 

 

If a grain size distribution is available, the data must be inserted in FichierGranulo.txt (the 

position is not important). 

                                                      
1
 Misset, C., A. Recking, C. Legout, M. Bakker, N. Bodereau, L. Borgniet, M. Cassel, T. Geay, F. Gimbert, O. Navratil, 

H. Piégay, N. Valsangkar, M. Cazilhac, A. Poirel, and S. Zanker (2020), Combining multi-physical measurements to 
quantify bedload transport and morphodynamic interactions in an Alpine braiding river reach, Geomorphology, 
doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.geomorph.2019.106877 
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The river morphology must be inserted in morpho.txt. If unknown, put ‘NA’ and the program 

will consider ‘Riffle-Pool’ by default. 

 

References associated with the data set must be inserted in the file TabRef.txt. The first column 

is assigned a number which will be used to read this reference in the TabRef file. Be careful to 

save with ANSI format for the local use otherwise the program will return an empty text.  

 

The TabRef.txt comprises the data set MetaData: 

 

River, Pente (slope in mm), D50(mm) and Largeur (width in m) are mandatory. By default 

D84=2.1D50. Columns R1 to R10 must recall the numbers associated to the reference in the 

TabRef.txt file (up to 10 references). Columns Technique, T2 to T5 must recall the measurement 

technics. Columns q and ttc represents the unit discharge q (the maximum unit discharge in 
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m3/s/m) and transport stage */c* characterizing the data. By default q=1m3/s/m and ttc is 

computed from q. These values are used when selecting data in the Multicriteria page. It is 

clearly not optimized because for the moment the search considers only one characteristic 

values in the TabRef.txt files (q max). 

 

When launching the code the Severaisse data are displayed with the equations:  
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By default the program considers q=1 m3/s/m. Such wrong value would not impact the 

calculations with the bedload equations, but it will impact the Multicriteria search. 

Appropriate values can be deduced from the data (by identifying the median value); an easy 

way to determine roughly theses values consists in changing the display option in the ‘Select a 

River’ page, and to read graphically (and approximately) the qmax value for the data set: 

 

The work is not finished. When testing the equations in the Multicriteria page, program returns 

an error message: 

 

 

A last step is still required: updating files GSDfi.txt and GSDfi_Par.txt. These files transform the 

GSD in a format required for fractional calculation with equations Wilcock and Crowe and 

Parker90. 

…..   

Columns f1 to f1024 contain the fraction of the total grain size distribution comprised in each 

size class between D=1mm and D=1024 mm. The last columns give sand fraction Fs and 

characteristic diameters (in meter) Dm, Dg, D16, D30, D75 and D90 required for some 

equations.  
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You can modify this file by yourself, but a function (RescalGSD_f2 in BedloadR.R) permits to 

update the GSDFi.txt file automatically. You can get access to it with the button ‘Generate new 

GSDFi.txt’ in the Help page. For activating this button you must connect (in the ‘Your Project’ 

user tab) with ID= ‘admin_addnewdata’ and password=’admin_addnewdata’ (you will get a 

message login failed but the button is activated in the Help page). 

 

When clicking on this button a Download button appears which permits to download the 

GSDfi.txt file (caution: it takes several minutes!). You must save this file in the /data folder.  

Start again the operation for creating the GSDfi_Par.txt file after having clicked on “Suppress 

the sand fraction for calculation with Parker 90” in the ‘Muticriteria Selection’ page. 

 

 

Again, save this file in the /data folder, and now it’s done the package was updated with the 

new data. Hen testing to compute with the equations in the Multicriteria page it should work.  
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4.2 Add an equation 

In this econd example we present how to add a new bedload equation to the program. 

4.2.1 The equation 

Let’s add for instance the Ackers and White equation (1973)2. This equation is written: 

𝑞𝑏 = 𝜌𝑠0.025
𝑞𝐷35

𝑑
[

𝐹𝑔𝑟

𝐴𝑔𝑟
− 1]

1.5

 
(1) 

 With       𝐹𝑔𝑟 =
1

√𝑔(𝑠−1)𝐷35
[

𝑈

√32𝑙𝑜𝑔(
10𝑑

𝐷35
)
] 

where:  

- qb is bedload transport per unit width in g/s/m (Qb/W where W is the flow width) ,  

- d is the flow depth (m) 

- Agr=0.17 is the threshold for mobility 

- s 2650000 g/m3 is the sediment density,   

- s=s/ is the relative density (1000 Kg/m3 is water density),  

- g is acceleration of gravity (9.81 ms-2),  

- D84 is the bed grain size dstributionD84. 

- D35 is the bed grain size dstributionD35 

 

 

                                                      

2 Ackers, P., and W. R. White (1973), Sediment transport; new approach and analysis, Journal of 
the Hydraulics Division, 99(11), 2041-2060. 
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4.2.2 Make the change 

A lot of changes are required in the Server part for insuring a good calculation and results 

display. One simple way to add an equation is to make a search with “€addequation” which will 

drive you to each part of the code where equations are defined or called, and then you just have 

to reproduce the existing commands for the new equation. 

 

The first step consists to list all the variables required for the calculation and complete the 

Rescal matrix: 

 

All changes in a matrix may cause a problem if somewhere in the code the variable is called by 

its rank in the matrix. This should not occur because variable are usually called by their name 

and not by their position. It is however important to keep the matrix intact because the rank of 

bedload model calculation (numbers indicated on the right of each line indicate the matrix 

columns) is used for editing the txt report. 

We can see that all the variables listed above for the new equation already exist in the Rescal 

matrix (we will use D30 instead of D35). So we need to define only the columns for the 

intermediate value Fgr, the computed qs values (qsAW) and its associated bounds borneinfAW 

and bornesupAW delimiting plus or minus one order of magnitude values. 

The matrix size must be changed by adding 4 columns, and columns are added at the end: 
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Ssearch on ‘€addequation’ drive us now to the definition of Ini_SauvegardeBIL where we add 

the name of the equation Ackers-White (keep the same writing everywhere): 

 

Next we change the matrix ‘Equations’: 

 

Next we add the equation name in the list to be displayed (be careful, the French and English 

versions do not have the same list):  
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We now move to the UI part of the App.R file.  

The next search ‘€addequation’ drives us to the Qs page where the threshold values can be 

entered by the user. For the Ackers White equation is concerns Agr:  

 

It’s done for the UI part of the code. Next changes concern the Server part. 

RescalGraph<-reactive({ 

Defines the defaut values for Agr: 

 

Then we call the function ACKERSWHITE (to be created in BedloadR.R): 
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And so on… all the Server functions designed by €addequation must be updated. 

Now we move to the BedloadR.R file.  

The ACKERSWHITE function is defined first: 

 

Continue the search on €addequation until the end of the BedloadR.R file and make all the 

changes by copying and modifying the lines already written for the existing equations. A new 

color must be assigned to this equation for graphical display; here we choose the HTML code 

"#b7950b" which corresponds to a blue cyan. 

If the changes are all done scrupulously it should work at the end! Now when launching the 

program the Ackers and White equation is available: 

 

4.2.3 Accounting for existing projects 

When modifying the code you must keep in mind that the new code must accept the files 

already saved by the user (existing projects). 

For instance, in the above example, after having added the equation the code could not 

recognize the file SauvegardeBIL saved with the old version because this file lists the equations 

used for computing the sediment budget: 
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When trying to open this old file, the new code fails in trying to affect this 15 lines matrix (15 

Equations) to the new 16 lines RescalBIL() matrix (16 Equations), and stops. 

Two options are possible to correct this problem: 

1) Option1: Erase the old saved files by replace the SauvegardeBIL() matrix by Ini_ 

SauvegardeBIL(): all the project data are conserved, but the user will have to save again 

the sediment budgets for accounting for the new equation. In particular, the analysis 

already saved are not available anymore: 

 

2) Option2: Conserve the existing file, check for its content, and update the structure by 

adding the new equation: 
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This second option calls the function CheckBILforNewEquation in BedloadR.R: 

 

This modification must be used each time an old project is opened; finally the program uses the 

two options: 

- Option 1 is used when uploading a project saved in txt format (local backup) 

- Option 2 is used when opening a project from the save menu 

Another problem occurred when opening an old project: the new variable Agr imported from 

column 24 of SauvegardeDataPlus() was not read as ‘NA’ but as ‘0’. Because the ACKERSWHTE 

function computes Fgr/Agr the code stopped. The function had to be modified for accounting 

for this unexpected numerical zero value.  

 

4.2.4 Useful trick 

Despite adding an equation is not so complicated, it is rarely works the first time, because 

format issues are common in R. In that case it can be very useful to visualize the table causing 

trouble, which can be done by searching “TESTPAGE” with the search tool: 
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And activate the few lines in the UI page: 

 

 

Clicking on the NEXT button drives you the SERVER part where you must specify the table to 

visualize: 

 

Now when launching the code a new page “TestPage” is displayed where you can check the 

consistency of the tables and other variables: 

 

This is very helpful for solving problems. 
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4.3 Add a new piece of code 

The two above examples conserved the code integrity. Here we present how to extend the 

existing code for investigating new questions. 

The interactions between the different parts of the code are tricky, and it is highly 

recommended when adding a new piece of code to not modify what already exists. The best 

and safer way would consist in building the new tools by using only the code outputs: 

 1) Read the data in the Sauvegarde() matrices. 

 2) use these data as input for the new module 

4.3.1 Example: add a page for suspension load 

In this example, we add a page for computing suspension associated with bedload transport 
following the methodology proposed by Misset et al (2019)3. They observed a strong correlation 
between the suspended load and bedload which was explained by the fact that the coarse bed 
contains a lot of fine sediments, and the more it is mobilized by the flow, the more it releases 
fine sediments in the main flow. The equation is: 

 

𝑆𝑆𝐶∗ = {
4.04 × 10−5𝑞𝑏

∗0.187         𝑖𝑓 𝑞𝑏
∗ < 8.49 × 10−6

9.12 × 10−2𝑞𝑏
∗0.849          𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒                  

 
(2) 

Where SSC* is the dimensionless Suspended load concentration and qb
* is the dimensionless 

bedload transport defined by: 

𝑆𝑆𝐶∗ =
𝑆𝑆𝐶

𝜌𝑠
                      and                       𝑞𝑏

∗ =
𝑞𝑏

√𝑔(𝑠−1)𝐷84
3

 

And where:  

                                                      

3 Misset, C., A. Recking, O. Navratil, C. Legout, A. Poirel, M. Cazihlac, V. Briguet, and M. Esteves 
(2019), Quantifying bed-related suspended load in gravel bed rivers through an analysis of the 
bedload-suspended load relationship, Earth Surface Processes and Landforms.  
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- SSC [mg/l] is the suspended load concentration,  

- qb is bedload transport per unit width (Qb/W where W is the flow width) ,  

- s 2650Kg/m3 is the sediment density,   

- s=s/ is the relative density (1000 Kg/m3 is water density),  

- g is acceleration of gravity (9.81 ms-2),  

- D84 is the bed grain size dstributionD84. 

SSC is what we want to calculate and all other data are already computed by BedloadR for a 

given section and Grain Size Distribution.  

The code presented in the following is already inserted in the package, but as comment (#). To 

make it active you must select the corresponding part of the code in UI (enter €UISUS in the find 

option), Server (enter €SUS in the find option) and BedloadWeb (at the end) and remove ‘#‘ by 

selecting the lines and typing Ctrl+Shift+C on keyboard. 

4.3.2 The User Interface 

Let try to insert the suspension page just after the Sediment Budget page. 

 

Entering “€UIANA” in the find option of the R menu, gives access directly to the part of the UI 

code at the transition between the page ‘Sediment Budget’ and the page ‘Analysis’, where we 

want to install the new page. 

 

The command for creating a new page at the same level than the Sediment Budget page is 

‘tabPanel()’ to be inserted just after the Sediment Budget UI code: 

 

Insert the new module here 
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The title of the panel must be defined in the variable.txt file where we create the value 

STitre11= Suspension. When launching the program we get: 

 

 

Now we must write the UI code defining the content of the page. 

 

In this code we include: 

- A title “Correlation bedload Suspension” 

- A widget radioButtons giving access the unit options in g/s or in g/m3 

- A graphical display of the result with plotOutput 

- A text giving the result of total volume transported 

- A download button for downloading he results 

When launching the code we get: 
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With no figure yet, because we must define the calculation in the Server function. 

4.3.3 The server function 

The server must contain all the functions controlling the objects defined in the UI page. These 

function can be inserted anywhere in the Server part. 

A suspension budget will be computed for the active section, and the different steps are: 

- Reading the hydrographs associated with the sediment budget for the section 

- Computing bedload for each time step of the hydrograph 

- Transforming bedload to suspension with Equation 2 

- Summing the volume transported at each time step for a total volume 

The needed data already exist: 

- The hydrograph discretized in the Sediment Budget page is RescalHYDBIL() 

- The name of this Hydrograph is NameHYDBIL() 

- Additional iinformation about this hydrograph are in SauvegardeHYD2() 

- Bedload models are available in RescalGraphPro() for the active section 

- The bed D84 in D84_Lit_Actif() 

The program reads the value entered for the apparent fine sediment density: 
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Then it reads the name of the Hydrograph NameHYDBIL() associated with the active section, 

and extracts the associated unit time in hydrology MetaData save file SauvegardeHYD2()  

 

In a second step we prepare the data and start the step by step computation; results are in the 

RescalSUS() matrix. Some data such as D50, slope and KvsD are used to check the consistency 

(calculation stops if these data do not exist). The RescalSUS_f function is in BedloadR.R. 

 

The next functions use the results RescalSUS() for computing and displaying the total and 

annual transported volumes: 

 

A function is also needed for graphical display: 
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Finally a last function allows downloading results in txt format. 

 

The server functions call several functions (RescalSUS_f, VolumeSusp_f,…) which are specifically 

dedicated to calculation, and hosted in the BedloadR.R file. 

4.3.4 The BedloadR.R functions 

In this example we consider only calculation with Hydrographs (HYD). If the active hydrology is a 

flow duration curve (option QCL, OpyHydro=2), the program returns an empty matrix: 

 

 
 
When OpyHydro=1 (option HYD) the program computes suspension:  
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This part of the code is detailed hereafter: 
- Lines 6375-6380: we create a matrix for exporting the results: 
- Lines  6381 : we check for consistancy (returns zero values if some data are missing) 
- Lines 6383-6386: we prepare the Bedload data. Here only the Recking (Reck) equation is 

considered for the Bedload/Suspension correlation (because this equation was used in 
Misset et al 2019 presenting the method), but any other equation could be used (according 
the confidence the user has in the capacity of the equation to reproduce a realistic bedload). 
For computing suspension with the above equation, bedload must be given in g/s/m. 
Bedload values in RescalHYDBIL() are given for total section (Qs=qs*W) and in the unit 
selected by the user (can be g, Kg, tons or m3). We could choose to convert this column into 
the required unit, but a simplest way used here consist to extract bedload from 
RescalGraphPRO() where the unit is g/s/m. 

- Lines 6387-6390: once we have the bedload values we compute suspension with Eq.2 

- Lines 6391-6394: Finally the suspended load computed at each time step is transformed in a 

volume for the time step duration 

The next function calculates the total volume by summing the column in the RescalSUS() matrix 

(result is sent to the server function): 
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The next function computes the volume per year when it’s possible (result is sent to the server 

function): 

 

The next function prepares the figure:
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4.3.5 Test with the BedloadWeb_Demo.txt  

To activate the suspension module you must select the corresponding part of the code (by 

searching for ‘€SUS’) in UI, Server and BedloadWeb, and remove # at the beginning of each line 

with Ctrl+Shift+C. 

Download the BedloadWeb_Demo.txt file available in the help tab and creates a new project. 

Open SEC2, which sediment budget was computed with a hydrograph. Check the results in the 

suspension page. 

 

Go to the hydrology page, open HYD1, change the hydrograph unit to ‘days’ and save. Now 

results are also given in m3/year. 

4.3.6 Adding a menu 

It is possible to add a menu for managing the new module (saving..).  

The algorithm (for counting, ranking, saving with NewSave() matrices ...) can be copied and 

pasted from the other pages. 

The data can be saved in the columns still available in the matrix SauvegardeDataPlus(), as what 

has been done when adding an equation in the above example, or new Sauvegarde_.txt files can 

be defined. 

In all cases, when the new code allows saving new data, what is important is to make sure 

that it will also accept to read the old data (project already saved). 
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5 APPENDIX: FILES FORMAT 

5.1 Grain Size Distribution 
SauvegardeGSDECH()  
Contains post-treated data for all samples ECH and all GSD 

 
… 
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SauvegardeECH()  
Contains raw data of all samples ECH for the active GSD.  
It is a temporary file which is updated each time a new GSD is open (not saved as txt ith the 
project files). 
 

 
… 

 
… 

 
…. 
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SauvegardeGSD()  
Contains the raw data for all samples ECH for all GSD saved in the project. 
 

 
….. 

 
……. 
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SauvegardePhotoGSD() 
 

 

NewSaveECH () 

Raw data for the active sample to be saved (built when saving a sample) 

 
 
OptionSaisieGSD= data or model 
OptionSaisiePhi= options Phi, 0.5Phi or free for  the editing table 
D50SAISIE= D50 entered for the GSD model 
D84SAISIE= D84 entered for the GSD model 
FsSAISIE= Sand Fraction Fs entered for the GSD model 
DmSAISIE= Minimum diameter entered for the GSD model 
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NewSaveGSDECH () 

Computed data for the active sample to be saved 
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NewSaveGSD () 

NewSaveGSD is SauvegardeECH()  (see above) 
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MeanGSD() 

Each time a project is opened, the program reconstructs the MeanGSD matrix by averaging 
(post-treated) data saved in SauvegardeGSDECH()  

 

….. 
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5.2 Sections 

SauvegardeSEC() 

Contains all the sections defined in the project (RAW DATA) 

 

 

 

……… 
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SauvegardeDEF() 

Contains definition of the sections components (RAW DATA, limits of sliders values) 

 
 

 
LM= Main channel 
LA= active bed 
LFRD= Right bank 
LFRG= left bank 
RUG= roughness zone 
CH= Secondary channel 
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SauvegardeMdata() 
Contains MetaData for all sections (RAW DATA) 
 

 

 
 
CortPRO= Shear stress correction in Sediment Transport page 
WallEffectPRO=wall correction if flume in Sediment Transport page 
OtionParkerPRO= suppress the sand fraction in GSD in Sediment Transport page 
betaPRO= Parameter of the GTM model (in Sediment Transport page) 
gamma2PRO= Parameter of the GTM model (in Sediment Transport page) 
CortHYD= Shear stress correction in Sediment budget page (=CortPRO) 
WallEffectHYD=wall correction if flume in Sediment budget page (=WallEffectPRO) 
OtionParkerHYD= suppress the sand fraction in Sediment budget page (=OtionParkerPRO) 
UnitQ= unit for discharge (Hydrology page) 
UnitTemps= time unit (Hydrology Page) 
UnitMasse= unit for bedload budget (Sediment Budget page) 
HYD= Hydrograph associated with the section (Sediment Budget page) 
QCL= Flow Duration Curve associated with the section (Sediment Budget page) 
FitGTMPRO= Option for the GTM model (in Sediment Transport Page) 
BVREF= Size of the Referent watershed (Sediment Budget page) 
BVSEC= Size of the Section Watershed (Sediment Budget page) 
MYER= MYER exponent (Sediment Budget page) 
MUR= Add vertical walls to the section (Sediment Budget page) 
HMUR= Height of the Walls 
UnitQs= Unit for Qs plot (var ParHydrauGraphYPRO in Sediment Transport page) 
RhoEau=Water density (RhoEauPRO in in Sediment Transport page) 
RhoSed=Sediment density (RhoSedPRO in in Sediment Transport page) 
RhoApp= apparent sediment density (RhoAppPRO in in Sediment Transport page) 
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SauvegardeDataPlus() 

Contains additional MetaData for all sections (RAW DATA) 

 

 

Only columns 1 and 11 to 23 are used. Other columns are availables for new data. 

The values stored are the threshold values retained for each equation. 

 

 

SauvegardePhoto() 

Contains link to photo and some Metadata 
 

 
 
LinkPhoto= address for the photo (page SECTION) 
MorphoSEC= code for the section morphology (Sediment Transport page) 
Nomsection= full name of the section (page SECTION) 
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RugoSection() 

Assign the beds component definition to each X value(NA everywhere and Z value repeated in 
the concerned column) 
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5.3 Hydraulics 

SectionDiscret() 

Discretize the section with a space step (1000 values)  

 

HydrauParam() 

Mix of RugoSection() , SectionDiscret() and KvsD  
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SauvegardeKvsD() 

Contains roughness values for all sections (RAW DATA) 

 

 

……….. 

 

 
Type= Main Channel, Secondary Channel, Roughness zone, bank… 
K= Strickler value 
D84= D84 of the selected grain size distribution 
GSD= selected GSD 
Message= a code signaling a problem in the roughness selction (not used) 
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AnalyseLitMin() 

Matrix of hydraulics resulst for the main channel (calculation for each H) 

 

 

HydrauResultLitMin() 

Main channel hydraulics values (wetted perimeter P, wetted area A, hydraulic radius R, and 

mean velocity U) for water depth specified by the user (slider). Extrapolated from from 

AnalyseLitMin() 
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HydrauSection() or HydrauS (in function Tarage_f) 

For a given water level Heau, and for each part of the section X+dX, U is computed for local flow 

depth H=Heau-Z in HydrauParam(), and secondly, for part of the section corresponding to ‘Main 

channel’ and ‘secondary channel’, U values are replaced by U values computed in 

HydrauResultLitMin()  and HydrauResultCH2(). 

HydrauSection() is computed for graphical display 

HydrauS is computed at each space step in function Tarage_f for the construction of Tarage(). 

 
…. 
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Tarage() 

 

RLitMin= Hydraulics radius main channel 
ALitMin= wetted area main channel 
ULitMin=mean flow velocity main channel 
RCH2=Hydraulic radius secondary Channel 
ACH2=wetted area secondary channel 
UCH2=mean velocity secondary channel 
U= Section mean flow velocity 
A= section wetted area 
P= Section wetted perimeter 
L=Water surface width 
La=Water surface width (active section) 
Lm= water surface width (man channel) 
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5.4 Sediment transport 
 

SauvegardeQS() 

 

 

This matrix is actually used for both Q(H) and or Qs(Q) 

Type indicates which kind of data are concerned . 

Column QS can therefore have H values or QS values.  
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SauvegardeGTM() 

All validation data for bedload Grain Size Distribution 
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5.5  Hydrology 
SauvegardeHYD() 

Hydraugraphs raw data  

 

 

SauvegardeHYD2() 

Hydraugraphs MetaData 
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SauvegardeQCL() 

Flow Duration Curves raw data 

 

 

SauvegardeQCL2() 

Flow Duration Curves MetaData 
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5.6  Sediment Budget 
 

SauvegardeBIL() 

 

2 columns for each sections named SEC _num+ M3333T (‘T’ for a Time period volume, in m3) or 

M3333A  (‘A’ for a mean Annual volume in m3/year). When a hydrograph is used and that the 

total hydrograph duration is less than 1 year the value in column M3333A is 0. 

RescalHYDBIL() 

Bedload computed for each of the hydrology time step and each equation 
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ResclaBIL() 

Sediment budget computed for the active section 

Columns m3/an is NA if the total hydrograph duration is less than 1 year 
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5.7  Analysis 
ListSECBIL() 

 

When the user select Sections SEC to be analyzed, the two last columns re used to extract 

appropriate columns in SauvegardeBIL().  

 

SauvegardeANA() 

 

 

Column1 (top): sliders values and other display options 

Column1(Bottom): Sections retained by user for the analysis 

Column2: The equations retained by user for the analysis 

 


